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Who we are. 
    YakAttack® LLC is a manufacturing company located in central Virginia. Founded in 
2009 as a hobby, YakAttack® has quickly transformed into one of the most recognized 
and most exciting brands in the world for kayak fishing and SUP accessories.  
    A big reason for our early success is our unique position in the industry. We fish 
from kayaks and paddle boards, so we understand our market. We also have more 
than a dozen years of highly successful experience in product design as well as 
manufacturing process design in a variety of industries. We have a deep commitment 
to making our products in the USA, and for sourcing components in the USA whenever 
possible. Those factors combined with our outstanding customer service have enabled 
us to grow rapidly, and we’re just getting started. 
    We see continued success moving forward. We are involved with the kayak fishing 
and paddle sports community at a deep, grassroots level, and have incredible brand 
recognition and brand loyalty. That’s because we know how to listen and we know 
how to solve problems. We interact with our customers - both dealers and consumers 
- for product development suggestions, beta testing, and suggestions for improving 
both our company and our products. 
    Because of these things, we believe we are the right brand for any retailer to 
partner with as we work together to serve the explosive phenomenon that is kayak 
fishing. Join our network of authorized retailers and become part of the YakAttack® 
experience. 

For our most recent pricing, please contact us at 434.392.3233 or send an email to 
orders@YakAttack.us, requesting the most recent Price Sheet / Order Form. 

 
All YakAttack® products are subject to our Minimum Advertised Pricing (MAP) Policy, 
which is listed on the Price Sheet / Order Form. 
 
This catalog is intended for authorized dealers of YakAttack® products and is to be 
distributed only by YakAttack® sales staff and representatives, and by authorized 
dealers among their staff. Distribution by any other party for any reason is strictly 
prohibited. 
 
Refer to the YakAttack® Dealer and Distributor Agreement for our MAP policy and 
other terms and conditions. 

Intro 
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How to use this Guide 

Compatibility Symbols 
Having a product line capable of solving almost every rigging challenge possible 
can get complicated. Conscious of this, we’ve created a system to help dealers 
and consumers understand the inter-compatibility of different components. 
Most of the products found in this catalog will be tagged with one or more 
compatibility symbols. These symbols may exist on the left or right of the header 
card. The compatibility symbols on the left shows what that product attaches to, 
whereas the compatibility symbols on the right show what attaches to that 
product.   

DIRECT ATTACHMENT 
ATTACHES DIRECTLY TO SURFACE 

GT90 HOLE PATTERN 
MATCHES GT90 HOLE PATTERN 

GT175 HOLE PATTERN 
MATCHES GT175 HOLE PATTERN 

MIGHTYMOUNT II 
MATCHES MIGHTYMOUNT II HOLE PATTERN 

SINGLE T-BOLT INTERFACE 

COMPATIBLE WITH MIGHTYMOUNT II AND 
GEARTRAC™  

MULTI T-BOLT INTERFACE 
COMPATIBLE WITH GEARTRAC™  

ANCHOR 
ANCHOR ATTACHMENT 

TOP LOADING 

SUP ATTACHMENT 
Leash Plug Mount 

Direct Attachment, 
Bolts to the deck of 
your kayak.  

MMH2 
MightyMount II, packaged with 
SS hardware 

SKU 

Attach accessories 
which have a single 

MightyBolt™   
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Logo Gear          
Together, we've changed the way kayaks are rigged. Our apparel and logo gear 
are great ways for anglers to show their kayak is rigged with the highest quality, 
most innovative products available! 

ATS-1001 
Rigging Solutions Tee, available in S-3XL 
Pre-shrunk, 65% Polyester, 35% Ring spun Cotton 

 
 
 
 

ATS-1002 
Rigging the Dream™ Tee, available in S-3XL 
Pre-shrunk, 65% Polyester, 35% Ring spun Cotton 
 

ATS-1012 
We are YakAttack® Tee, available in S-3XL 
Pre-shrunk, 65% Polyester, 35% Ring spun Cotton 
 
 

Size 

S-XL 

XXL 

3XL 

Size 

S-XL 

XXL 

3XL 

Size 

S-XL 

XXL 

3XL 

ATS-1015 
Get Hooked Tee, available in S-3XL 
Pre-shrunk, 65% Polyester, 35% Ring spun Cotton 
 
 Size 

S-XL 

XXL 

3XL 

NEW  
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ATS-1010 
Make it Yours™ Performance Long Sleeve Tee, 
available in S-3XL 
 
100% Microfiber Polyester w/UPF +50 Solar Protection 

 
 
 

ATS-1008 
YakAttack® College Hoodie, available in M-3XL 
50% Cotton, 50% Polyester Fleece 

 
 

Size 

S-XL 

XXL 

3XL 

Logo Gear 
NEW  ATS-1016 

Kayak Fish the USA Tee, available in S-3XL 
Pre-shrunk, 65% Polyester, 35% Ring spun Cotton 
 
 Size 

S-XL 

XXL 

3XL 
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ATS-1009 
BlackPak™ Trucker Hat, available in orange, tan 
 
One size fits most  
 

  
 

BEST 

SELLER 

ATS-1005 
ProFlex Fitted Cap, available in M/L, 
L/XL 
 

ATS-1006 
Adjustable Visor,  
available in 
white, black 
 
One size fits most  
 
 

Logo Gear 

ATS-1017 
Logo Trucker Hat, available in orange/grey and black 
 
One size fits most  
 

  
 

NEW  
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Logo Decals 

ATS-1007 
GearTrac™ Bottle Opener 
Made from our GTTL90 GearTrac™  
 
 
 

The YakAttack® die cut decal has become a fixture 
in kayak fishing. Available in 5 colors and 4 sizes, 
there’s a YakAttack® decal for every kayak, vehicle, 
or other surface! 
 
Available colors: 
Black, Lime, Orange,  
Pink, and White 

MUST HAVE 

Decal  Size SKU 

8” x 1” DCL-01-08 

12” x 1.5” DCL-01-12 

18”x 2” DCL-01-18 

24” x 2.5” DCL-01-24 

ATS-1003 
Rigging the Dream™ Koozie 
 
 
 

 ATS-1011 
Authentic seamless Hoo-Rag Bandanna.  
Versatile wearing styles. 
Machine wash cold. Line dry.  
100% moisture-wicking polyester microfiber.  
 
Approximately 20” x 9.5”.  
 
One size fits most.  

Logo Gear 

ATS-1013 
Get Hooked Koozie 
 
 
 

DCL-GH-03 
 
DCL-GH-05 

Get Hooked Decals 
Available in 3” and 5” 

NEW  
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The Omega Rod Holder attaches to your kayak, boat, or other watercraft with 
YakAttack’s brand new LockNLoad™ mounting system, and is exactly what you 
would expect from the leader in track mounting technology. Offering unrivaled 
track mount security and adjustability, the patent pending LockNLoad™ track 
base is the most advanced track mount ever created. You want no slip? No 
problem. The LockNLoad™ track base attaches quickly and easily with a single 
MightyBolt, but will not accidentally rotate or loosen from the track, even when 
your trolling rod takes a big hit.  This is a truly universal solution that works 
flawlessly with spinning, casting, larger conventional reels, and yes – even fly 
rods of all sizes.  

RHM-1001 
Omega™ Rod Holder 
Features the new LockNLoad™ Mounting 
System and fits rods of all types 
 
 

RHM-1002 
Omega Pro™ Rod Holder 
Features the new LockNLoad™ Mounting 
System and the Pro features a 4” extension 
arm for more adjustability or more clearance 
for longer rod butts. 
 
 
 
 

Omega™ Rod Holders 
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LNL-1002 
4” Extension Arm 
4” extension arm for changing height and 
adjustability of products that feature the 
LockNLoad™ system. 
 

LNL-1001 
LockNLoad™ Track Base 

LockNLoad™ Accessories 

Rod Holders 

LNL-1003 
8” Extension Arm 
8” extension arm for changing height 
and adjustability of products that 
feature the LockNLoad™ system. 
 
 
     

RHM-1003 
AR Tube Style Rod Holder 
Features the new LockNLoad™ Mounting 
System and fits most rods 

 
 

RHM-1004 
Zooka II Rod Holder 
Features the new LockNLoad™ Mounting 
System and fits most rods 

 
 
 

 
                  

NEW  

NEW  

Available January 2019 

Available January 2019 
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BEST 

SELLER 

MUST HAVE 

GRP-1001 
RotoGrip™ Paddle Holder  
Track Mount, Single Pack. 
About 70% of customers  
are buying the RotoGrip™ in pairs  
so buy accordingly.  
 

          

AAP-1016 
Tie Down Eyelet, Track Mount, 2 pack 
Track-mounted tie down eyelet for coolers 
and other accessories. 
 

 
 

AAP-1025 
Vertical Tie Downs, 2 pack 
Great for tying down coolers, BlackPaks, and other 
gear. Works with 1’’ and 1.5’’ webbing.  
 

 
     

AAP-1027 
Horizontal Tie Downs, 2 pack 
Great for tying down coolers, BlackPaks, and 
other gear. Works with 1’’ and 1.5’’ webbing.  
 
 

     

Gear Security  

SSO-1001 
YakAttack® MultiMount Cup Holder  
Attaches to GearTrac™, MightyMount II, and 
most other kayak track systems. 
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LLN122047K 
Leverage Landing Net® - 12” X 20” Hoop, 
55.5” long, Foam Extension makes for 
easy stowage in a tube style rod holder 
  
 

Leverage Landing Net® 
LLN122047 
Leverage Landing Net® - 12” X 20” 
Hoop, 49” long, compact and easy to 
stow 
 
 

LLN202148K 
Leverage Landing Net® - 20” X 21”  
Hoop, 52.5” long, Foam Extension makes 
for easy stowage in a tube style rod holder. 
 
 

LLN202160 
Leverage Landing Net® - 20” X 21” Hoop, 
62” long, Extended Handle for fishing 
from an elevated platform like a 
powerboat. 
 
 

BEST 

SELLER 

LLN202148 
Leverage Landing Net® - 18” X 18”  
Hoop, 46” long 
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CommandStand™ – Stand Assist Bar 
SAP-1001 
CommandStand™ 
Designed to fit most kayaks with or without 
a track system, the unique crossbar design 
allows you to adjust the width of the  
CommandStand™ for a perfect fit on most 
kayaks.  
 
 

Includes accessory kit: 
 

 2 RotoGrip™ Paddle Holders 
 2 MightyMount Bar 

Clamps for attaching 
Accessories 

 Mesh carrying bag with 
shoulder strap 

MMBC-1001  (Not Shown) 
MightyMount Bar Clamp 
Enables you to attach YakAttack® 
products utilizing the MightyBolt™     
t-bolt system to any round bar with a 
1-1/4” OD. Great for attaching      
accessories to the YakAttack®      
CommandStand™, taking it from a 
stand assist bar to a complete     
stand-up fishing station.  
 
 

http://www.yakattack.us/YakAttack_Paddle_Holder_p/grp-1001.htm
http://www.yakattack.us/mightymount-bar-clamp/
http://www.yakattack.us/mightymount-bar-clamp/
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Stakeout / Push Poles - ParkNPole™ 
When we set out to design a stakeout pole, we set 
our sights high. We wanted to create the highest 
quality and most functional product of its kind, 
and are happy to report that we achieved that 

goal. The ParkNPole™ from YakAttack® is a floating stakeout / push pole with lots 
of great features at an attractive price. Rigid, lightweight, and incredibly durable, 
the ParkNPole™ has quickly become a favorite with kayak anglers across the 
country. 

PNP6 
6’ ParkNPole™  
The most common length used for staking out kayaks, this 6 footer is also long enough for 
poling in the shallows. 
 
 

PNP78 
7’ 8” ParkNPole™  
Perfect for staking out or poling in deeper water, this 7’ 8” model is long enough for a 
wide variety of applications but is still manageable on a kayak. To help with shipping cost 
the overall length falls under the new UPS and FedEx shipping rules.  
 

 

PNPL-8 
8’ ParkNPole  Link™   
2 piece version of our popular 8’ ParkNPole™. 
Weighs only 1.8 lbs.  
 
 

PNPL-XT46 
46’’ ParkNPole Link™ Extension 
Extend your ParkNPole™ Link from 8’ to 12’.  
 
 

PNPCLP-DLX 
Deluxe clip kit with mounting base 
and security strap, 2 pack,  
includes hardware                                                         
 
 
 

AMS-1010 
SideWinder Anchor Line Reel, includes 
track hardware and 75’ of 550 paracord 

 
 
 
 

UPDATED  
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Anchor Trolleys / Cleats 
The first anchor trolley designed specifically for the job, the YakAttack® 
LeverLoc™ Anchor Trolley features a LeverLoc™ line clamp, which locks your 
trolley line in place with a simple “flip of a switch” motion. Another fresh 
ingredient is YakAttack’s new PadHook, a simple but clever design that 
combines the functionality of both a pad-eye and a hook, keeping even the 
tightest trolley lines in place on the side of the kayak, not over your gunwale. 
When not in use, the easy-knot trolley ring snaps into the base of the 
LeverLoc™, quietly secured until deployed. Stepping up to the HD option gets 
you two extra PadHooks plus backing plates for the pulleys and LeverLoc™, 
enabling a heavy duty install when compared to the self-threading screws 
included in the standard kit. Featuring YakAttack® Stealth Pulleys for super 
smooth operation. 

AMS-1003 
LeverLoc™ Anchor Trolley 
Simple installation, includes all necessary 
hardware  
 

 

AMS-1004 
LeverLoc™ Anchor Trolley HD 
Simple installation for heavy duty use, includes all 
necessary hardware 
 
For installation with limited interior access, use 
RB1032 

BEST 

SELLER 

AMS-1012 
GT Cleat 
Track-mounted cleat attaches to GearTrac, MightyMount II XL.  
Works great with the LeverLoc Anchor Trolley for adjusting  
Anchor line.   
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Misc. Gear Organization 
YC-1002 
Track Mounted Bullwinkle  
Rod Stager and Hawg Trough mount 
 

 

We’ve partnered with T-Reign to bring the dependability and 
quality of T-Reign’s retractor system into the paddle sports 
world. Secure your gear without bulky leashes or floats using 
the YakAttack® Retractors. These super versatile units 
combine the innovation you've come to expect from 
YakAttack® and a genuine T-Reign retracting mechanism, 36"  Kevlar cord, and a 
removable 4" tether.  
 
Use these retractors to secure everything from pliers, knives, radios, or any tool 
that needs to be secure and within reach when needed.  
 

RET-1001 
Surface Mounted Retractor 
Surface-Mounted Retractor, includes #10 SS blunt end, thread 
forming mounting screws 
Attach anywhere there’s a flat spot. Installs with 2 stainless steel 
screws (included) 

 
 
 

RET-1002 
Track Mounted 
Track-Mounted Retractor, includes T-bolt and knob 
 

 
 

 
RET-1004 
Retractor Tethers, 3 Pack 
 
 

Leashes, Tethers, Retractors 

Retractors 

BEST 

SELLER 
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BLP-AC-0002 
Black Spare Rod Tube, includes 
stainless steel mounting 
hardware 

 
 

BlackPak™ - Crate Systems 
One of our best selling items and a standard in 
rod, tackle and gear management for kayaks. 
Designed for maximum versatility, the 
BlackPak™ allows anglers to store and organize their gear in any way they 
choose. The BlackPak™ is constructed from CNC machined panels of marine 
board, a plastic specifically designed for harsh marine environments and UV 
exposure, and is fastened with stainless steel hardware. It ships flat and 
assembles quickly using common hand tools. The interlocking design creates 
incredible strength, promising many years of trouble free service. The clean, 
tactical appearance demands attention and the rapidly developing line of 
BlackPak™ accessories means there’s always another problem solving innovation 
just around the corner! 

BLP-121611 
BlackPak™, Black, 12” x 16” x 11”, Incl. rod holders 
This 12X16 crate has 10, predrilled stations for rod holders which can be mounted at a 
variety of angles for a total of 50 possible positions. The top rails are designed to accept 
MightyBolt™ accessories, eliminating the need for GearTracs or MightyMount IIs to attach 
your VISICarbon Pro™, PanFish, or other MightyBolt™ compatible accessories. Features 
carry handles, drain holes, and e-slots, allowing it to be quickly and easily secured with 
shock cord rigging that’s factory installed across most kayak tank wells. Includes 3 rod 
holders. 
 
 

BLP-AC-0001 
BlackPak™ Accessory, Hawg Trough 
Bracket Set 
 
 

BEST 

SELLER 

BLPT-121611 
BlackPak™, Tan, 12” x 16” x 11”, Incl. rod holders 
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CellBlok™ Battery Box / Fish Finder Accessories 
Fish finder installation on kayaks just got smarter! The CellBlok™ is a track 
mounted battery box and its top surface serves as a mounting platform for the 
display and transducer deployment arm. No more drilling holes in your kayak or 
routing wires! Simply loosen the 2 track mount knobs and the CellBlok™ allows 
you to quickly and easily move your fish finder from one kayak to another! 
 

CLB-1001  
CellBlok™, track-mounted, accepts 7.2Ah and 9Ah batteries, box only. Compatible 
with the SwitchBlade and new YakAttack fish finders featuring the LockNLoad 
Mounting System. 
CellBlok™ Dimensions: Length: 10.25”, Width: 6.25”, Height: 3.75”  
Recommended for use with at least 10.25” of track.  
 
 

BEST 

SELLER 

AAP-1022 
JK Hatch Accessory Plate 
Used on the Jackson Cuda and Kraken models of 
kayaks to attach fish finders to the center hatch.   
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FFP-1002 
Lowrance Fish Finder Mount with  LockNLoad™ Mounting 
System 

Compatible with smaller Lowrance Elite, Hook, and Elite TI  
models of fish finders.  

Fish Finder Accessories (cont.) 

NEW  

FFP-1001 
SwitchBlade™ Transducer Deployment Arm 
Can be mounted to GearTrac, CellBlok, or even deck 
mounted. Integrates with the new  
LockNLoad™ Mounting System.  
 
 

NEW  

PPK-10A 
NOCQUA 10Ah Pro Power Kit 
Lightweight, durable, and water resistant – the 
NOCQUA Pro Power Kit utilizes the same 
battery technology developed for the light  
systems, with open-ended connections to easily 
power your electronic devices. 
 

NEW  

POWERED BY 
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FFP-1003 
Fish Finder Mount with LockNLoad™  
Mounting System—Large Rectangular Plate  
Compatible with larger fish finders that feature a gimbal style 
mount like the Lowrance Hook2 7 or the Raymarine Axiom. 
 
 

 

NEW  

FFP-1004 
Humminbird Helix Fish Finder Mount with LockNLoad™   
System  
Compatible with the Humminbird Helix family of fish finders. 
 

NEW  

FFP-1005 
Fish Finder Mount with LockNLoad™ Mounting System —
Large Round Plate 
Compatible with Garmin and Raymarine units featuring a 3 hole 
pattern round base such as the Garmin Striker 4 and the  
Raymarine Dragonfly 7 Pro.  
 

NEW  

FFP-1006 
Fish Finder Mount with LockNLoad™ 
Mounting System —Lowrance Hook2 
Compatible with Lowrance Hook2 4&5 
 

NEW  

Fish Finder Accessories (cont.) 
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YakAttack Essentials 

YEP-1001  
CatchNRelease™ Drip Rings—Pair 
Features a unique design which catches water 
coming off the paddle blade in the high position, 
and releases it back into the water during your 
down stroke.  

YEP-1002  
Snagless Slotted Padeye Kit, 6 Pack, Included SS 
Hardware 
The low profile, contoured design of the Snagless 
Slotted Padeye looks great and has no snag points. The 
slotted design accommodates popular padeye hole 
patterns of  1-3/8" and  1-1/16".  

YEP-1003  
Scupper Plugs, SM/MED, 2 Pack 
The conical shape and hollow design allow for the rubber 
construction to accommodate scupper holes ranging 
from 1.13” to 1.40” in diameter.  
 

YEP-1004 
Scupper Plugs, MED/LRG, 2 Pack 
The conical shape and hollow design allow for 
the rubber construction to 
accommodate scupper holes ranging from 1.35" 
diameter to 1.70" diameter.  

NEW  

NEW  

YEP-1005 
Get Hooked Tow Flag 
In most states it's required to attach a red flag to anything that extends 
a few feet past the bumper of your  
vehicle - including kayaks. Our tow flag allows you to easily fulfill state 
requirements for motor vehicles while showing you're a loyal 
YakAttack customer.  
 

NEW  

YEP-1006-12 
Cam Straps, 12’ Long 

NEW  
YEP-1006-15 
Cam Straps, 15’ Long 

Sold as a pair, the new YakAttack Cam Straps feature 
super durable polyester webbing and a  
custom-molded buckle cover 

Available January 2019 
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Installation Tools and Hardware - Rigging Bullet™  

RB1420 
Rigging Bullet™, 1/4”-20 threads (fits MightyMount II)  
2 pack 
 
Fits MightyMount II 

RB1032 
Rigging Bullet™, 10-32 threads (fits GT175 GearTrac™) 
2 pack 
 
Fits GT175 GearTrac™ and the LeverLoc ® Anchor Trolley HD 

Hardware - Rivets 

Rivet Kits 
Tri Fold Rivet, 10 pack, .187 dia. .157 - .472 grip. Aluminum, Black, Made in USA 

SKU Description 

HRC-1001-10 10 pack 

PadHooks and Pulleys 

AMS-1007 
PadHook Kit, 6 Pack 

 
 

 

AMS-1011 
Stealth Pulley 2-pack 
Hardware Included 
 
 

 

Installation Tools and Hardware (cont.) 

RB0832 
Rigging Bullet™, 8-32 threads (fits GT90 GearTrac™)  
2 pack 
 
Fits GT90 GearTrac™  

http://www.yakattack.us/BLP_AC_0001_p/blp-ac-0001.htm
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Track Hardware 

TN-1420-6 
Track Nut, 1/2" wide, 1/4”-20 threads, 18-8 SS, 6 pack, 
1/4”-20 threads 

CK1420-6 

Convertible Knobs—1/4”-20 threads, 6 pack 

In standard YakAttack® fashion, this knob does more than meets 
the eye. Purchased as a 1/4”-20 female knob, it can be quickly 
converted to a 1/4”-20 male knob by simply installing a socket 
head cap screw through it.  

 

HRC-1004  
GearTrac™ Hardware Assortment 
Includes four of each: 4 Convertible Knobs, 4 1-1/2" MightyBolts,   
4 Track Nuts, 4 1-1/4" Socket Head Cap Screws. All standard 
1/4”-20 thread. 
 
 

MB15-12-6 
MightyBolt™ —1-1/2” length, 1/2” wide head, 6 pack, 
1/4”-20 threads 

 

MB10-12-6 
MightyBolt™ —1” length, 1/2” wide head, 6 pack,  
1/4”-20 threads 

MUST HAVE 

MB20-12-6 
MightyBolt™ —2” length, 1/2” wide head, 6 pack, 
1/4”-20 threads 

WK1420-6 
Lopro WingKnob, 1/4”-20 threaded brass insert, 4 pack 
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FBH-GT175 
FullBack™ Backing Plate for GT175 GearTrac™  
Requires 2” X 2-1/2” flat area at desired mounting location inside 
hull. Includes SS mounting hardware. 
 

 

Installation Products - FullBack™  
The FullBack™ offers the most secure 
installation possible for  the YakAttack® 
GearTrac™ and MightyMount II product lines. 
Besides providing support on the inside of the hull, it also enables installers to 
utilize the Rigging Bullet™ for installation of mounts in out of reach places where 
the only previous options would have been self threading screws, well nuts, or 
pop rivets.  
 

Two (2) FBH-GT175s shown 

FB-GT90-04  
GT90 4” Backing Plate. Single pack, no hardware 
1/4” thick anodized aluminum plate with tapped holes. 
Requires 1/2” X 4” flat area inside hull. 

 
 

FB-GT90-12  
GT90 12” Backing Plate. Single pack, no hardware 
1/4” thick anodized aluminum plate with tapped holes. 
Requires 1/2” X 12” flat area inside hull. 

 
 

FB-GT90-16 
GT90 16” Backing Plate. Single pack, no hardware 
1/4” thick anodized aluminum plate with tapped holes. 
Requires 1/2” X 16” flat area inside hull. 
 
 

FB-GT90-08 
GT90 8” Backing Plate. Single pack, no hardware 
1/4” thick anodized aluminum plate with tapped holes. 
Requires 1/2” X 8” flat area inside hull. 
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The industry gold standard with proven reliability allows a 
whole new level of versatility to your kayak, canoe, power 
boat, ATV, tractor, or other vehicle. YakAttack’s GearTrac™  
provides a platform that’s not only adjustable, but fully 
configurable, enabling unparalleled versatility. Utilizing the YakAttack® 
MightyBolt™ connection, GearTrac™ accessories are cross-compatible with the 
YakAttack® MightyMount II, offering even more flexibility. Trolling for kings 
today? Fly fishing tomorrow? Shooting ducks next weekend? GearTrac™ gives 
you the ability to go from a fully rigged kayak fishing machine to a flat deck in 

GearTrac™  

GT90-16 
GearTrac™, 16” long, .90” wide, with SS hardware 
 
 

The GT90 is a medium to heavy duty solution with a .90” width footprint. Each 
track includes #8-32 socket drive, button head, stainless steel screws plus nuts 
and washers.  
Install with the optional FullBack™ backing plate for heavy duty security.  
Specs 
Base Material: 6000 series aluminum 

GT90 GearTrac™  

GT90-04 
GearTrac™, 4” long, .90” wide, with SS hardware 
 
 

GT90-08 
GearTrac™, 8” long, .90” wide, with SS hardware 
 
 

GT90-12 
GearTrac™, 12” long, .90” wide, with SS hardware 
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GearTrac™ - GTTL90  Top Loading  

GTTL90-08 
GearTrac™, 8” long, .90” wide, with SS hardware 

 

 

GTTL90-12 
GearTrac™, 12” long, .90” wide, with SS hardware 
 
 

GTTL90-16 
GearTrac™, 12” long, .90” wide, with SS hardware 

 
 

GTTL90 GearTrac™  

AAP-1008  
Mounting Plate w/ GT90 and hardware 
Designed to replace the existing mounting plates found  
on the Old Town Predator and Ocean Kayak Big Game II.  
 

Johnson Outdoors Predator/Big Game II Mounting Plate 

GTTL90-04 
GearTrac™, 4” long, .90” wide, with SS hardware 
 
 

The GTTL90 features the classic profile our customers have come to love but 
features new top loading technology. Unlike our original GearTrac™ where you 
slide your accessories in from either end of the track with the GTTL series you 
are able to load your accessories from the top allowing for easier access when 
using multiple accessories. The GTTL will change the way we rig our kayaks and 
forever alter how GearTrac™ is integrated with the kayaks of the future.  
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GearTrac™ - GT175 

GT175G2-04 
GearTrac™, 4” long, 1.75” wide, with SS hardware 

 
 

GT175G2-08 
GearTrac™, 8” long, 1.75” wide, with SS hardware 

 
 

 

GT175G2-12 
GearTrac™, 12” long, 1.75” wide, with SS hardware 

 

 

GT175G2-16 
GearTrac™, 16” long, 1.75” wide, with SS hardware 

 

 

The GT175 Generation II is 40% lighter than the classic GT175. It is a heavy duty 
surface mount that does not require backside access. Included are #10 blunt tip, 
stainless steel, thread forming screws. The 1.75” width footprint has a slight 
curvature making ideal for almost any surface. Install with the optional FullBack™  
not included backing plate (not included) for ultra heavy duty security. 

GT175 Generation II GearTrac™  

Old Town Predator PDL Mounting Plate 

AAP-1026  
Mounting Plate Set w/ GTTL90 and hardware 
Designed to replace the existing mounting plates found  
on the Old Town Predator PDL.  Sold as a set.  
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GearTrac™ - GTTL175 Top Loading GearTrac™  

GTTL175-08 
GearTrac™, 8” long, 1.75” wide, with SS hardware 

 
 

 

GTTL175-12 
GearTrac™, 12” long, 1.75” wide, with SS hardware 

 

 

GTTL175-16 
GearTrac™, 16” long, 1.75” wide, with SS hardware 

 

 

GTTL175 GearTrac™  

The GTTL175 has all of the same features as the Gen II GT175, but 
differs with the addition of top loading technology. A patent 
pending profile allows accessories to be dropped into the track 
from the top rather than having to slide in from the ends of the track. Medium to 
heavy duty.  

BEST 

SELLER 

GTTL175-04 
GearTrac™, 4” long, 1.75” wide, with SS hardware 
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GearTrac™ - GTSL90 

GTSL90 GearTrac™  

SKU Description 

GTSL90-BK04 GearTrac™, SpectraLite Black, 4", incl. SS hardware 

GTSL90-BK08 GearTrac™, SpectraLite Black, 8", incl. SS hardware 

GTSL90-BK12 GearTrac™, SpectraLite Black, 12", incl. SS hardware 

GTSL90-BK16 GearTrac™, SpectraLite Black, 16", incl. SS hardware 

Black 

Similar is shape and size to the GT90, the GTSL90 is made 
from a high end, super strong polymer. It is a light to 
medium duty solution with a .90” width footprint. 
All come ready to install with #8-32 socket drive, button head, stainless steel 
screws plus nuts and washers.  
 

 
 

 

Orange 

SKU Description 

GTSL90-OR04 GearTrac™, SpectraLite Orange, 4", incl. SS hardware 

GTSL90-OR08 GearTrac™, SpectraLite Orange, 8", incl. SS hardware 

GTSL90-OR12 GearTrac™, SpectraLite Orange, 12", incl. SS hardware 

GTSL90-OR16 GearTrac™, SpectraLite Orange, 16", incl. SS hardware 

This adapter creates compatibility between 

YakAttack® track mounted accessories and the 

Feel Free Uni-Track and Uni-Bar. Made from 

anodized aluminum.  

 

Feel Free Track Adapter 

AAP-1012  

Single Pack 

 

 

AAP-1012-6  

    Six Pack 

 

 

AAP-1012-100  
  Bulk, 100 Pack 
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The MightyMount is one of the most versatile mount in 
the industry. Low profile and with a small footprint, it 
can be installed in locations that other mounts simply 
will not fit. Whatever you do with the MightyMount, 
you'll find it does the job. And it does it well. 

MMH2-FB 
MightyMount II w/ FullBack™ 
Backing Plate and mounting hardware 
 

 

Mounting Systems - Deck Mounts - MightyMount 

MMH2 
MightyMount II II, packaged with SS 
hardware 

 

MMXL-09 
MightyMount XL, 9” long, 1.75” wide, with SS  
hardware 
 
 

 

NEW  

MMXL-12 
MightyMount XL, 12” long, 1.75” wide, with SS  
hardware 
 

 

MMXL-06 
MightyMount XL, 6” long, 1.75” wide, with SS  
hardware 
 
 

NEW  
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Standup Paddle Board Mounts / Power-Pole Adapters 
LPA-1001  
Leash Plug Adapter Starter Kit 

 
 

LPA-1005  
SUP Leash Plug Adapter with Vertical Tie Downs   
 
 

LPA-1004  
SUP Leash Plug Adapter with RotoGrip™ Paddle Holder    
  
 

Torqeedo Throttle Mount  
Used for mounting a Torqueedo throttle 
with the LockNLoad™ Track system. 

NEW  

MightyMount Continue 
MMSW 
MightyMount Switch packaged with SS hardware 
 
 

NEW  
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Visibility and Safety Products 

In 2010, YakAttack® set the gold standard in kayak 
visibility with the VISICarbon Pro™. Fast forward 
to today and this iconic product remains the most dependable and best-selling 
flag/light combo in the industry. With a unique profile that’s instantly 
recognizable, the VISICarbon Pro™ has truly become one of the most fundamental 
staples of kayak fishing.  
 Features:  
 - 360 Degrees of both Day and Night Time Visibility 
 - 48” High Fully Deployed, 14” Collapsed  
 - High Visibility Flag Doubles as Storage Pouch  

 - Lamp Life ≥ 10,000 Hours on Ultra-Bright, Highly Efficient LEDs  
 - Battery Life ≥ 100 Hours (3 AA Batteries Included) 
 - Narrow Profile, Carbon Fiber Mast has Low Wind Drag and is Strong and Lightweight 

 - Soft Foam Base Floats and Fits Perfectly in most Tube Style Rod Holders 
 

All of these features combine to make the VISICarbon Pro™  the quintessential 
accessory among both kayak anglers and recreational paddlers. Don’t compromise 
on safety; depend on what tens of thousands of other paddlers trust. There’s only 
one VISICarbon Pro™!  

 VISICarbon Pro™  

CPM+MMH  
VISICarbon Pro™, includes MightyMount II and 
hardware  
 
 

CPM 
VISICarbon Pro™, 
GearTrac™ Ready 
 
 
 
   

BEST 

SELLER 

DBMM11 

DogBone Extension Arm. 
11” long extension  
 
Perfect for increasing the 
height of the VISICarbon 
this 11” extension quickly 
and easily connects to all 
YakAttack® T-bolt mounted 
accessories.  
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V2FM+FPG+MMH  

VISIPole, Includes MightyMount II 
Light, Mast, Floating Base,  
includes flag, fixed length 

 
 

VFP-1001+MMH 

VISIFlag™, Includes MightyMount II 
52” Mast, Blaze Orange PVC Flag,  
At 52” high with a blaze orange, PVC flag, it’s 
hard to miss on the water. Sits perfectly in 
most tube style rod holders.  
 

V2FM+FPG 
VISIPole, GearTrac™ Ready 
Light, Mast, Floating Base,  
Includes flag, fixed length 
 
 

VFP-1001 
VISIFlag™, GearTrac™ Ready 
 
 

Visibility and Safety Products (cont.) 
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Visibility and Safety - Mount Kits/Replacement Parts 

VL-1420 

VISI Light, 1/4”-20 female threaded connection 
Use with your YakAttack® camera mount for an all around white light for 
nighttime visibility. 
 
 

CPB-MM 

VISI Light, 1/4”-20 female threaded connection 
VISICarbon Pro™ conversion kit - convert any VISICarbon Pro™ to the 
best selling track mount version  
 

 

CP-MRK 

VISICarbon Pro™ mast repair kit - includes both carbon tubes 
and replacement shock cord 

 
 

VL-2LED 

2 LED Module for VISI Light 

 
 

VL-4LED 

4 LED Module for VISI Light 

 
 

Our high quality flags are made in the USA from UV resistant 200 denier nylon. 
Packaged with clips necessary to attach to a VISICarbon Pro™, VISIPole II™, or 
your own DIY creation. 

FPG 
VISICarbon Pro™ Flag, 6” X 18” 
The same flag that ships with the VISICarbon 
Pro™, features an innovative reinforced 
header that prevents drooping even when 
there is no breeze, promoting better 
visibility. Flag also doubles as a storage pack. 
Includes flag and attachment clips. 
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Visibility and Safety Products  

FAM 
American Flag, 12” X 18” 
Old Glory, awe-inspiring and patriotic. God Bless 
America! 
 
 

FOR 
Orange Flag, 12” X 18” 
Highly visible International orange. 
 
 

FJR 
Jolly Roger Flag, 12” X 18” 
Instantly recognizable, never out of style.  
The classic Jolly Roger. 
 
 

FDD 
Diver Down Flag, 12” X 18” 
Does not include stiffener in flag. 
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Notes 
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YakAttack®  
434-392-3233 
orders@YakAttack.us 
 


